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POP POWERHOUSE JON MULLINS SHARES HIS
STORY OF WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A
“BETTER MAN”

Nashville, TN--- Jon Mullins is here to take you on a journey you weren’t even aware you signed up for.
With a deep lyrical palette reminiscent of Ed Sheeran and a versatile vocal range that rivals Adele, Jon
lights the room on fire and brings a wave of chills in the process. With his heart on his sleeve and a child’s
sense of wonder in his eyes, Jon’s transparency and easy going attitude bridges the gap between
audience and artist. Longtime fans and those who may be just now joining his world are in for quite the
ride with his new single.

“Better Man”, his first release in four years, hit all major digital streaming platforms on September 9th.The
video premiered exclusively on Nashville Noise. Penned solely by Jon---a rare and impressive feat in
Music City—the heart wrenching ballad redefines the classic wedding vows of “for better, for worse, in
sickness and in health.” And it comes from a very intimate space. Jon’s wife
Whitney suffered a fall while at work one day which left her with crippling speech and motor problems, as
well as an unfamiliar, unexplainable fight with anxiety.
“Better Man was written out of a time of despair in my life---almost like a desperate love letter. Because of
Whitney’s accident, we had to relearn how to communicate as partners,” Mullins explains. “I wrote the 1st
and 2nd verse and chorus right away. . . but it took months to write the bridge and finish the song. I had to
keep revisiting it because I wanted the true story to be told of what was happening. This was my promise
to her that no matter what was not giving up on our love.”
“Better Man” is the first of many single releases to come within the next year. He recently signed with
Adam Dobres of Kick N Dirt Entertainment for booking and can’t wait to get back out on the road as
COVID restrictions slowly lift. Sharing his story of faith and perseverance is the driving force behind Jon’s
musical being. You can stream/download “Better Man” here and to keep up with all things Jon Mullins,
visit www.jonmullins.com.

ABOUT JON MULLINS
Gifted with an “enormous voice that fills up the room” according to Nick Jonas, Jon Mullins’ versatile vocal
range and smooth harmonies can easily propel him into the same league as his idols, Sam Smith and
Adele. But it’s his soul-bearing, heart pounding disposition that makes him more than just an entertainer
for the masses. Not afraid to be vulnerable, Mullins takes his audience on a deep journey with him,
constantly seeking truth and humility. The Pennsylvania native obsessed over music as an adolescent
and pursued it seriously during his college years in Chattanooga. A few years later, he made the bold
move to Nashville, surrounding himself with other creatives to better perfect his craft. But his music and
marriage was tested when his wife Whitney fell and suffered crippling physical and mental setbacks as a
result. Through the dark, they relied on their faith and commitment to each other, which in turn, inspired
his newly released single, “Better Man.” Penned solely by Jon, the heart wrenching ballad brings a whole
new meaning to the classic vows, “for better or for worse.” It’s no wonder that this highly anticipated single
is already being hailed as “his best song to date”. It’s also no wonder that his recent stint on NBC’s The
Voice gave Kelly Clarkson “chills.” With an intuitive nature and introspective mind, Jon Mullins shatters

the glass ceiling of expectations in a smoke and mirrors industry. In the process, he ignites a spark that
will burn for a long time to come
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